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SUMMER READING ESSAY 
 
Name: ____________________________________Course(es): ______________________________ 
 
Turn-in Directions:  

• This essay is REQUIRED if you are taking AP Language, AP U.S. History, and/or AP 
Government. 

• Print this sheet and staple it to the top of your essay. 
• A hard copy of your essay must be turned in the first day of school! Failure to turn in the 

essay on the first day of school will result in a zero on this assignment in any and all 
courses that require it. 

• If you have both AP Language and one of the AP social studies classes, turn your essay in 
to Mrs. Martin in AP Language. Otherwise, turn it in to your AP U.S. History or AP 
Government teacher. 

• An electronic copy of your essay must be submitted to Turnitin.com. Follow these 
directions: 

o Log on to Turnitin.com. If you have never used Turnitin.com before, you will need to 
create a new account. 

o Join the class Summer Reading Essay—All courses. It will be listed under Mrs. 
Martin’s name. 

o Provide the following password (case sensitive) and ID:  
 Password: APessay 
 ID: 6799624 

 
Essay Directions: 

• Your essay must follow correct MLA format for the paper, citations, and Works Cited (if 
necessary). 

• Outside sources are not required for this essay; however, if you use any sources—
including your summer reading—they must be correctly cited and you must include a 
Works Cited sheet. (Note: The Constitution and the Declaration of Independence need 
parenthetical citations but do not need to be included on the Works Cited.) 

• Your essay should be no more than 500 words and/or two pages long (not including 
Works Cited).  

• Refer to the grading rubric on the back of this sheet as you write and revise. 
• The essay may be worth a different number of total points in different courses. 

 
Prompt: 
In Founding Brothers, Joseph Ellis explains the historical significance of America’s “original 
intentions” and the debate about which “founding moment, 1776 or 1787, seemed most seminal” 
(88). In a well-developed and organized essay, defend which one of these two moments you view 
as most seminal in shaping the character and politics of our country. You may use examples from 
your summer reading assignments, other reading, current events, and/or personal experiences or 
observations. 
 
(For AP Language students who have also read Thank You for Arguing, note that this is a values—
or demonstrative—argument, not a choice—or deliberative—argument.) 
 
 



 
Grading Rubric 

 
5 • Exceptionally well developed with insightful, original, and accurate facts, 

examples, and/or reasons. 
• Convincingly argued with attention to ethical, logical, and emotional appeal. 
• Organically organized with seamless transitions. 
• Free of errors in conventions, including MLA format. 

4.5 • The essay has equal characteristics of both a 5 and a 4. 
4 • Well developed with several accurate facts, examples, and/or reasons. 

• Thoroughly argued, but lacking attention to one or more appeals (usually 
ethical or emotional). 

• Adequately, but formulaically, organized. Transitions are clear, but may be 
unsophisticated. 

• Usually free of errors in conventions, including MLA format. Any errors that do 
occur do not interfere with the reader’s understanding or with clear citations. 

3.5 • The essay has equal characteristics of both a 4 and a 3. 
3 • Adequately developed. However, the facts may have one or two small 

inaccuracies (i.e. confusion of names, etc.), and/or the facts, examples, 
and/or reasons may be nonspecific. 

• Adequately argued, but focuses solely on one appeal (usually logical). 
• Unevenly organized. Transitions may be missing or inappropriate; focus within 

paragraphs may be unclear, etc. 
• Mostly free of errors in conventions, including MLA format. Some errors may 

interfere with the reader’s understanding; however, no errors interfere with 
clear citations. 

2.5 • The essay has equal characteristics of both a 3 and a 2. 
2 • Under developed. Facts may be completely missing or contain significant 

errors (i.e. wrong decade, confused events/timeline, etc.). Examples and/or 
reasons are nonspecific. 

• Unconvincingly argued, usually due to inaccuracies or lack of specific 
examples and/or reasons. Essay may also use inappropriate ethical or 
emotional appeal. 

• Carelessly organized. Lack of transitions or focus makes the essay difficult to 
follow. The essay may be one long paragraph. 

• Marred by errors in conventions that frequently interfere with the reader’s 
understanding. No errors interfere with clear citations. 

1.5 • The essay has equal characteristics of both a 2 and a 1. 
1 The essay has one or more of the following problems: 

• Unacceptably short. 
• Does not clearly address the prompt. 
• Is not an argumentative/persuasive essay. 
• Has errors in citations/Works Cited that make parts of the essay plagiarized. 

Or, citations/Works Cited are missing but are needed, making the essay 
plagiarized. 

• Essay is not submitted to Turnitn.com. 
 
 


